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Abstract
The article reviews the new Russian legislation introducing the experimental legal regime for the use of highly automated transportation vehicles (HATVs) (driverless vehicles) on public roads. The article analyzes strategic planning documents related to the subject, such as the governmental Traffic Safety Concept for Public Roads with Driverless Transportation Vehicles (DTVs) and the European Union’s documents regulating the use of robots and artificial intelligence (AI). Drafts of the relevant laws presently at the stage of public debate or discussion at the Duma are reviewed. The Russian experience of legal regulation is compared to the international experience, with conclusions made about possible directions for the development of the legislation. The article broaches the issues of apportioning tort and administrative liability for damage caused by the use of HATVs or as a result of a breach of the road rules by such vehicles. The obvious hurdles in the way of imposing liability on a robot or an AI algorithm underscore the need to hold on to the classic tort liability model adjudicating claims of damage caused by hazardous objects and modify this model to make it usable for situations when damage is caused by a DTV. In a separate section, this article addresses issues related to the use of delivery robots — the objects do not fit the definition of transportation vehicles provided in the road rules and in the drafts of legal acts currently being prepared. The conclusion is made that judicial opinions should provide clarifications for accidents involving such vehicles because, moving along sidewalks and crossing traffic areas, they are actually road users. As for risks for personal rights and freedoms associated with the use of DTVs, this writer focuses on risks related to the collection and use of passengers’ personal data, as well as risks of mass layoffs arising from the probable decline in demand.
for taxi and truck drivers and street traffic controllers. Relying on the results of the analysis, this author suggests how to proceed with the legal regulation of the use of HATVs and reflects on legal and socio-economic implications of their large-scale use in Russia.
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Introduction

In recent years our country has seen great technological advancements in designing and developing a new generation of transportation vehicles, which can drive autonomously, without direct human inputs. The research and development of the new technologies is currently focused on several areas: development of driver assistance technologies and analogs of “autopilot” in production vehicles; creating, on the basis of these systems, experimental DTV models and designing so-called “intelligent roads” compatible with the new types of vehicles that drive taking cues from digital markers and notifications. As for the Russian market, which, according to analysts¹, is bound to experience a boom as soon as the nearest decade, its leaders include Yandex SDC, SberAutoTech, and KamAZ.

The Covid-19 pandemic — or, rather, the associated risks and anti-pandemic restrictions — is also likely to contribute to the development of driverless vehicles. Driverless taxis, whose passengers do not have to come into contact with drivers, and driverless deliveries of purchased goods, whereby couriers does not get in touch with sellers and buyers, are obviously much safer options than the alternatives, given the persistent dangers to people’s life and health. One would assume that consumers will keep a positive attitude to these technologies even after the lifting of the COVID-related restrictions because the models of social behavior shaped by the pandemic

cannot disappear in an instant. Besides, according to economists’ estimate, a large-scale use of driverless deliveries can produce positive economic effects due to dramatic cuts in transportation costs caused by fuel savings [Lazutkina V.V., Pokusaev O.N. et al., 2018: 66–80], is expected to contribute to a decline in the numbers of road traffic accidents [Shaklein A.G., Pokusaev O.N. et al., 2019: 104–114] and, as a result, may reduce the final costs of goods and services.

In 2016 this writer attempted to outline main problems related to the absence (then) of legal regulation of the use of DTVs in our country. In particular, this writer highlighted three key clusters of legal issues:

- absence of a legal definition and classification of driverless vehicles;
- absence of a legal framework for granting DTVs access to public roads (state registration of DTVs is impossible, the issues of compatibility of the national and supranational regulatory frameworks, etc.);
- mootness of the issues of assigning liability for damage caused by the use of a DTV.

And referencing countries that attempt to “legalize” the use of DTVs, this writer, in his 2016 study, mentioned the USA and Asian countries, which carry out experiments in legal regulation of the field in specially designated regions. Thus, in the USA DTVs may be used mostly in small towns in several American southern states, and in Michigan such vehicles do not even need to have an engineer in the driver’s seat. At the same time, researchers point out that the American lawmakers have to tackle the problem of apportioning liability for road traffic accidents involving DTVs, which slows down the process of DTVs-related lawmaking [Voronin D.A., Makarevich M.L., 2018: 126].

The countries such as the USA, China, Singapore and Japan enjoy a greater freedom in the matters of legal regulation of road traffic since they are not signatories of the 1968 Vienna Convention on Road Traffic\(^2\), which the Russian Federation (Russia) have joined in 1993. “The stumbling block” for the convention’s signatories is its provisions whereby “every moving vehicle or combination of vehicles shall have a driver” (Art. 8 (1), who “shall possess the necessary physical and mental ability and be in a fit physical and mental condition to drive” (Art. 8 (3) and who “shall at all times be able to control his vehicle” (Art.8 (5). A literary interpretation of the Vienna

convention’s thesaurus suggests that the document rules out the possibility of a self-driving vehicle without a human in the driver’s seat — in any case, vehicles without drivers most certainly were simply not a feasible option to consider at the time when the convention was adopted.

In 2014, at its 68th session, the Working Party on Road Traffic Safety of UN’s Inland Transport Committee has adopted amendments to the Convention initiated by several European countries and complementing Art.8 with clause 5-bis, “legalizing” the use of autonomous control systems for transportation vehicles. These amendments were published on September 23, 2014, and came into force, for the Russia and the Convention’s other signatories, on March 23, 2016. Analyzing these amendments, legal scholar A.V. Neznamov remarked that one of the necessary conditions for using such autonomous systems was the presence of the option of switching them off, which the driver could avail himself of at any moment, so claiming that we witness a full “legalization of completely autonomous vehicles is a little too soon” [Neznamov A.V., 2018: 178].

It can be argued, however, that a more liberal approach to interpreting these provisions of the Convention is possible since the document does not directly require that the driver with the necessary psychological and physical qualities be seated inside the vehicle. This writer believes that the Convention’s version presently in force implicitly provides that the operator can be situated in a DTVs control center. In line with the amendments adopted in 2014, this operator is capable of switching off the automated system and assuming the responsibility for driving the vehicle in a situation when the vehicle is “confused.” A case in point is a situation when a DTV driving along a single-lane road encounters the scene of a road accident and, due to the presence of road surface markings, cannot bypass this site. Under such circumstances, the operator can examine videos from the DTV’s external surveillance cameras and, making sure that crossing into an oncoming lane would be safe, give the vehicle a one-time permission to do so.

If such an interpretation is to be adopted, it can be assumed that the legalization of the use of DTVs in our country presently would not require amendments to the international legislation and can be effected at a national level. Moreover, Russian lawmakers already took first steps in this direction.

1. Legislative innovations

In 2018 the public authorities set about addressing the issues mentioned above, following in the American footsteps to some extent in terms of regu-
lation. In its Order No.1415 the Russian government introduced Regulations Concerning the Pilot Project of Using Highly Automated Transportation Vehicles (HATVs) on Public Roads\(^3\) (hereinafter referred to as the Regulations), whereby the experiment is to run between December 1, 2018, and March 1, 2022, in Moscow and the Republic of Tatarstan. This writer concurs with legal scholar A. V. Neznamov, who pointed out that these two regions are probably unlikely to provide sufficient data for the nationwide introduction of HATVs because roads in these regions are superior to those that can be found elsewhere in Russia whereas the selected regions themselves are more or less similar in terms of climate and topography (Komarov S.V., Stolbova N.V., Neznamov A.V. et al., 2019: 60).

In March 2020 other regions joined the experiment: Vladimirskaya, Leningradskaya, Moskovskaya, Nizhegorodskaya, Novgorodskaya and Samarskaya Oblasts (provinces), Republic of Chuvashia, Khanty-Mansi and Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous Okrugs (autonomous areas), Krasnodarsky Krai (region), and Saint Petersburg. The addition of new Russian regions to the list of the experiment’s participants is an evidence of a great economic attractiveness of the new technologies since the mentioned regions, leaders of the national economy, are regarded as attractive by investors. Besides, such expansion testifies to a certain level of HATVs’ safety, proven during the first years of the experiment. As this writer’s has learned monitoring the news, perhaps the only road accident for which an HATV was “responsible” took place in Moscow in 2019, caused by the driving engineer’s error. In the other known cases of road accidents involving HATVs, drivers of ordinary vehicles were the responsible party.

The Regulations were provided with a legal foundation \textit{post factum}, with the adoption of Federal Law No. 258-FZ (July 31, 2020) \textit{On Digital Innovation Experimental Legal Regimes in the Russian Federation}\(^4\). Although this law was adopted one year and a half, and came into force two years, after the experiment’s start, its Art. 2(2), referencing main directions of the

---


\(^4\) Federal law No. 258-FZ July 31, 2020, as amended July 2, 2021 “On Experimental Legal Regimes in the Area of Digital Innovation in the Russian Federation” \[Ob eksperimental'nykh pravovykh rezhimakh v sfere tsifrovых innovatsiy v Rossii. Art. 2(2), referencing main directions of the legal foundation \textit{post factum}, with the adoption of Federal Law No. 258-FZ (July 31, 2020) \textit{On Digital Innovation Experimental Legal Regimes in the Russian Federation}\(^4\). Although this law was adopted one year and a half, and came into force two years, after the experiment’s start, its Art. 2(2), referencing main directions of the
experimental legal regimes, mentions design, manufacturing and using transportation vehicles, including HATVs and driverless aerial vehicles.

It needs to be mentioned that from the constitutional point of view the idea of introducing experimental legal regimes may appear questionable. If we posit that: the utilization of HATVs in any given region of the Russia increases the chances of road accidents for this region’s residents in comparison to residents of non-participating regions, and residents of such designated region who do not wish to participate in the legal experiment essentially have no choice, then it would be safe to conclude that the introduction of the experimental legal regimes is at variance with the general legal principle of equality and non-discrimination. As a possible counterargument to the above statement, one can say that the AI systems responsible for HATVs are much more “disciplined” than the average driver, whereas AI’s level of concentration on driving is likewise much greater since driving is the only thing on which HATVs’ operation systems can focus their attention. One would assume that a definitive answer to this question should be given by the Russian Federation’s Constitutional Court, if the constitutionality of the mentioned federal law is questioned.

As legal scholar V. O. Makarov notes, the model of experimental legal regimes (“regulatory sandboxes”) is not something unique to our country as it is widely used internationally. Under this model, the state temporarily exempts companies developing new technologies from existing regulations in order to test the hypothesis that outdated legal norms should be abolished [Makarov V.O., 2020: 18–24]. Such approach, in our opinion, is more prudent than legislating “by intuition,” relaying on lawmakers’ ideas of what is good and what is bad. One would assume that when the regional experiments on the use of HATVs are over, the next necessary step to take would be to consider introducing relevant amendments to the federal legislation.

2. Issues of terminology

According to the Regulations, an HATV is a transportation vehicle released in the Eurasian Economic Union and authorized for use as a transportation vehicle in the Russian Federation, whose factory-made equipment has been complemented with an automated driving system and whose

---

ownership cannot be transferred to any other party while the experiment is underway. We are talking here not about half-baked products at the stage of development which have not been certified, tested for safety and undergone other necessary procedures, but about transportation vehicles which, while not yet common in the stream of commerce, have been certified as fit for use and re-designed to become autonomous. At the experimental stage, owners of HATVs may not enter into transactions transferring ownership rights to their vehicles to any third parties.

It should be noted that the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) International developed “a taxonomy with detailed definitions for six levels of driving automation”6:

level 0 — a vehicle entirely operated and controlled by a human being (“No Driving Automation”);

level 1 — human-operated vehicle is equipped with basic automation features (for instance, cruise control and road markings compliance) (“Driver Assistance”);

level 2, when a vehicle can drive a certain distance in a real road environment in autopilot mode (this technology is known as adaptive cruise control) (“Partial Driving Automation”);

level 3, when a vehicle can autonomously overtake other vehicles and safely exit a road (“Conditional Driving Automation”);

level 4, when a vehicle drives autonomously and chooses a route, but in difficult situations (a road accident or a strong deterioration of the weather) the vehicle operation is taken over by a human driver (“High Driving Automation”);

level 5, a fully autonomous (driverless) vehicle [for more information about this, see [Shadrin S.S., Ivanova A.A., 2019] (“Full Driving Automation”).

This taxonomy is important as a guidance for various models of apportioning tort liability because even a partial discharge from this liability can be granted to the driver only in case of the 4th or 5th levels of automation. As for possible accidents related to failures of the “driver’s assistants” in ve-

hicles with lower automation levels, this writer believes that they are hardly much different from the situations involving technical failures in 0-level automobiles, which may be caused by manufacturing defects, poor maintenance, the driver’s lack of judgment or other factors. Some of these causal factors — for instance, a failure of the stability control due to a defective part in the automobile's brake gear — can warrant the vehicle’s owner’s filing of a lawsuit against the car maker or the part provider.

The Regulations do not specify the levels of automation implied, although if we systemically interpret the thesaurus in §3 of the Regulations, it would be fair to assume that the reference is made to the levels 4 and 5. The Regulations’ requirement that the driver be present in the HATV’s driver’s seat at all times appears to be of a provisional nature, suitable perhaps to the 3rd automation level, and, one would think, should be omitted from later legal acts, during final stages of the regulatory experiment. Perhaps, as an interim measure, lawmakers could adopt a requirement that the engineer be present in the HATV’s passenger compartment but not necessarily in the driver’s seat. In the global practice of HATV testing, this level of autonomous driving is usually graded as 4, whereas level 5 refers to a total absence of the engineer in the passenger compartment.

The Concept of Ensuring Traffic Safety on Public Roads with Driverless Transportation Vehicles (hereinafter referred to as the Concept), adopted
by the Russian Federation Government in 2020, uses, along with the term HATV, the term “fully automated transportation vehicle” (hereinafter referred to as FATV), describing it as the level 5 vehicle. The Concept also uses the blanket term “driverless transportation vehicle” (DTV), which refers both to HATVs and FATVs; moreover, it has an annex with a table of five levels of autonomous driving in keeping with the SAE International’s standards (save level 0).

The issue of terminology in legal regulation of DTVs appears to be important for two reasons. Firstly, definitions introduced in legal acts should be harmonized with administrative law, insurance- and transportation-related legislation, and road rules. Secondly, Russian legislative innovations should be in keeping, or at the very least not be directly at odds, with supranational regulatory documents, including non-binding ones, related to the use of HATVs. Thus, in the absence of a special general European act on the use of HATVs, some of the relevant issues are addressed in the European Parliament’s resolution of 2017 on civil law rules on robotics, the European Commission’s 2020 recommendations on regulating AI, and some other acts. These acts extensively address the questions of ensuring information safety in the process of creating relevant software because it is precisely defects of the software that arguably pose the greatest risks for HATVs. The documents also address the software producers’ obligation to take reasonable and sufficient measures to prevent unauthorized interference (hacking) of HATVs.

The issues of compensation for damage in case of traffic accidents involving ordinary vehicles that take place in the EU are regulated by national legislations of the member states, although if the EU authorities continue

---


to discuss the use of HATVs, the debates can quite possibly lead to the adoption of supranational legal acts in this area as well. The EU lawmakers’ efforts to unify national legislations should be taken notice of by their Russian counterparts because presently there hardly exist any objective reasons to ignore the legislative processes in Europe while developing Russian pieces of legislation.

Also noteworthy is the draft of the federal law “On Innovative Transportation Vehicles and on Introducing Amendments to Certain Legal Acts of the Russian Federation” (draft law no. 910152-7)\(^{10}\), which was submitted, in 2020, to the Duma by the State Council of the Republic of Tatarstan and which was rejected by the Duma on formal grounds (because the government did not produce an official budget estimate for the law). In the thesaurus of the draft law, the authors of the draft proposed such definitions as an “innovative transportation vehicle,” an HATV, and an DTV, with a special legal regulatory framework for each of the three. The innovative transportation vehicle was defined as any transportation vehicle with new structural features (not necessarily related to automated control), and the definitions of HATVs and DTVs essentially corresponded with the 4th and 5th levels of autonomous driving from SAE International’s Standards. This writer believes that the presence of different legislative frameworks for HATVs and FATVs can be useful for addressing issues associated with the imposition of tort liability.

Yet another noteworthy draft of a federal law, “On Highly Automated Transportation Vehicles and on Introducing Amendments to Certain Legal Acts of the RF” was published online in June 2021 on the federal portal where legislative proposals are posted for public consideration\(^{11}\). Prepared by Russia’s ministry of transportation in cooperation with Yandex SDC and SberAutoTech\(^{12}\), this draft is a logical continuation of the legal experiment

---


in the use of HATVs on public roads. The key feature of the draft is a provision for operating an HATV without an engineer in the driver’s seat — the usefulness of this provision has been discussed above. Art.1 of the draft law contains a detailed thesaurus without, however, differentiating between types of DTVs depending on their level of autonomous driving. In addition to establishing obligations of possessors, operators and manufacturers of HATVs, the draft also provides for amendments to the transportation- and insurance-related legal frameworks, which presently often do not distinguish between ordinary transportation vehicles and HATVs. Moreover, Art. 3 of the draft prioritizes the Russian Federation’s international agreements on the use of HATVs, which include the Vienna Convention and — if a broad interpretation is applied — the mentioned recommendations of the EU.

The ministry of transportation’s draft law is in line with the government’s Concept and appears to be a very timely document. This writer wants to highlight that the draft, in Art.17, defers the law’s coming into force until March 1, 2025. The draft’s authors, as it seems, expect to use the interim period for elaborating and introducing necessary amendments to the road rules and other acts. Besides, as the period designated for the legal experiment is drawing to a close, Russia’s Ministry of Economic Development has produced and published on the federal portal of drafts of legal acts a draft of the governmental Order introducing yet another legal experiment in the use of HATVs\textsuperscript{13}, to run for 3 years. The thesaurus provided in the draft identifies “1\textsuperscript{st} category HATVs,” which have a test driver in the driver’s seat, and “2\textsuperscript{nd} category HATVs,” with remote-control routing and operation. So, this legal experiment will probably replace the current one and last from 2022 to 2024.

### 3. Liability issues

This writer agrees with renowned legal scholar V. B. Naumov in that an overproduction of legal acts related to high technologies can result in a lack of legal certainty, when lawmakers, generating reams of norms while ignoring the rules of legislative drafting, create a new disorder instead of bringing order to legal relations [Naumov V.B., Butrimovich Ya. V. et al., 2020: 40–49]. Creating a separate body of law to address violations of the

road rules by HATVs is unlikely to contribute to traffic safety if these norms cardinally differ from the norms applicable to ordinary transportation vehicles. Such norms should be based, as much as possible, on rules and institutions familiar to drivers, otherwise road users are bound to have hard time assimilating these rules. In this context, road traffic regulation can be called one of the most conservative fields because basic road rules practically have not changed since the time of the first traffic lights and road signs.

In this context, one is reminded of the news of the late 19th — early 20th centuries, when the first road accidents involving steam-driven “self-moving carriages” were recorded in London, New York, Paris and other big cities. These news items fairly often contained demands to prohibit the use of the vehicles on account of their very high and dangerous speed, which, in case of the most advanced “self-moving carriages,” could be as high as 10-12 km/hour.

In 1861, not without the “help” of the railroad lobby, fearful of losing some of its revenue to producers and operators of steam-driven automobiles, the UK Parliament passed the Locomotive Act\(^{14}\), restricting speed for all steam-driven locomotives (which then included automobiles as well) to 10 miles an hour in out-of-town areas and 5 miles an hour in “any City, Town, or Village.” Amendments introduced to this law in 1865 reduced the maximum speed to 4 miles an hour out of town and 2 miles an hour in cities, towns and villages; another new provision required that every “steam-driven locomotive” in a city should be accompanied with a man, walking in front of it and carrying a red flag high in his hands, warning pedestrians about the danger; the law was called accordingly — Red Flag Act\(^{15}\). These restrictions, reasonable for railroad vehicles but absolutely absurd for automobiles, were lifted only in 1896, when the new Locomotive Act exempted locomotives weighing less than 3 tons from this requirement.

The attempt to place on the same footing a new, unregulated type of transportation vehicles and railroad, a kind of transport well familiar to the public by then, resulted in a period of serious stagnation for British car making industry. In the early 20th century British automotive engineers had to copy works of their German and French colleagues because in Germany and France such restrictions were not imposed, despite the pressure of


\(^{15}\) An Act for further regulating the Use of Locomotives on Turnpike and other Roads for Agricultural and other Purposes, 1865. Available at: URL: https://archive.org/details/statutesunitedk30britgoog/page/n247 (accessed: Oct. 1, 2021)
public opinion and lobbying groups. So, British lawmakers’ essentially proscriptive policies in relation to first automobiles caused an entire industry to lag far behind similar industries in other countries. One hundred years later, we cannot imagine modern life without cars, and economy, without automotive freight.

Lawmakers nowadays face a largely similar dilemma: to allow the use of HATVs or to artificially retard the sector’s development citing as an excuse these vehicles’ insufficient safety. If the second alternative is adopted, in the foreseeable future we are certain to need large-volume purchases of driverless vehicles and relevant software from international providers. The choice is difficult, however, because it is impossible to weigh technological progress against hypothetic human casualties which may result from a total absence of restrictions on the use of HATVs. Given this, the key question of legal regulation in the field under review appears to be the question of apportioning liability in road accidents involving HATVs.

Thus, renowned legal scholars N. V. Rumyantsev and V. V. Zhuravlev argue the presumption of the vehicle owner’s guilt, which the administrative legislation automatically applies in the cases of (video)recorded administrative violations, can be equally applied to owners of HATVs [Rumyantsev N.V., Zhuravlev V.V., 2020: 196–200]. This writer agrees with the approach whereby in cases of speed violations, or violations of the rules regulating the use of a vehicle’s lighting devices, by an HATV the vehicle’s owner will have to prove in court that (s)he is not a guilty party.

This approach appears to underpin §18 of the mentioned Regulations, as well as the ministry of transportation’s draft law, whereby the HATV’s owner is responsible for traffic accidents and other accidents on the RF’s motor roads involving his/her HATV, in the absence of wrongdoing on the part of other road users that resulted in the accident. The category of other road users should arguably include not only pedestrians and drivers of other vehicles, but also passengers of HATVs utilized by their owners as taxis. Passengers of HATVs will be fully responsible for their wrongful acts, such as, for instance, an attempt to damage the HATV or throwing garbage from a window of the moving HATV. In relation to such passengers the HATV’s owner will probably apply additional disciplinary measures such as blocking their accounts and banning the passengers from using the carrier’s services in future. So, adjudicating a hypothetical violation of traffic rules by an HATV or a compensation claim arising from a traffic accident involving an HATV, the court will have to assess whether — and if so, to what degree — a person in the driver’s seat could regulate the character and
speed of the HATV’s movement. So owners of HATVs should be interested in reducing the probability of such occurrences to zero.

Presently it seems safe to say that Russian companies participating in the legal experiment in the use of HATVs behave themselves very responsibly. A proof of this is the fact that they buy HATV civil liability insurance policies that are several-fold more expensive than the maximum coverage for insurance policies of ordinary vehicles’ drivers (up to 10 million rubles against 400,000 rubles of the maximum coverage for mandatory motor insurance). One would think that during the legal experiment owners of “freight” HATVs, too, would be insuring their cargoes for bigger sums than their sector’s average.

At the same time, legal scholars A. I. Chuchaev and S. V. Malikov note that when a person in an HATV’s driver’s seat is treated the same as the driver of an ordinary vehicle, this person is thus assigned a greater responsibility than the HATV’s owner because it is the driver’s obligation to ensure that the road rules are observed and to prevent traffic accidents. HATVs’ owners, in legal scholars’ opinion, should rather be held liable for software-hardware failures that cannot be remedied by drivers [Chuchaev A.I., Malikov S.V., 2019: 117–124]. Besides, nowadays in continental systems of justice, in case of injuries or fatalities resulting from traffic accidents, it is precisely the driver, as an individual, and not the HATV’s owner (usually corporate owners) or, much less, artificial intelligence, who would be held criminally liable [Kamalova G.G., 2020: 382–388]. Apparently, when HATVs no longer have drivers in driver’s seats (and perhaps when even the idea of “the driver’s seat” becomes obsolete), this problem is bound to re-emerge.

European legal researchers in general argue that strict liability should be imposed on HATVs’ owners [Engelhard E., de Bruin R., 2018], by analogy with hazardous objects, a category well known to Russian/Soviet legal scholars [Antinomov B.S., 1952]; [Fleishits E.A., 1951, etc.]. Such approach appears justified because the share of road accidents caused by drivers’ lack of attention or inadequate state of mind (alcoholic intoxication, overfatigue, etc.) will steadily decline as the share of DTVs on public roads will grow. According to the U.S. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, which every years analyzes data on more than two million road accidents involving ordinary vehicles, “the critical reason” in 94% of the accidents is attributed to drivers’ errors or non-performance\textsuperscript{16}.

4. Ethical and legal issues

The issues of criminal liability in the event of injury or fatality caused by an HATV inevitably touch on ethical issues. The largest carmakers claim that the autopilot systems installed in production vehicles of the 2nd and 3rd automated driving levels are as safe as can be and programmed to strictly comply with speed limits and road markings. And yet, speaking about programming, such systems should provide for a choice in emergency situations — for instance, a choice between hitting a pedestrian and hitting an obstruction when emergency braking is insufficient. 4th- and 5th-automated driving level HATVs can get into such situation as well, and in case with the 5th-level HATV the person in the passenger compartment will not even be able to intervene with the controlling algorithm. The probability of such scenario is close, although not equal, to zero, so it should be reflected in the software. Several years ago quite a stir was created when a major German carmaker declared that their autopilot systems in such situations would prioritize lives of the driver and the passengers17. For all the seeming inhumaneness of this approach, the carmaker’s logic is understandable: there are hardly many buyers for a driverless vehicle which, in case of an emergency, is bound to sacrifice its occupants’ life and health.

This problem is a present-day version of the well-known ethical-philosophical dilemma called “the trolley problem”: a person has to choose (or evaluate other person’s choice) between inaction which is bound to kill several people and an action bound to kill one person but save the rest. The most famous version of this dilemma is the fat man dilemma: when a trolley, racing along a track, is going to run over 5 people in front of it, and to stop the trolley, one has to throw an overweight person on the track. An adaptation of this dilemma to the HATV realities can look like this:

- a child crosses the road outside the designated crossing area, getting in the way of an HATV, whose speed and short distance from the child made it impossible to stop without hitting the child;
- a child does not see an HATV moving towards him/her nor can (s)he run off to escape the vehicle;
- there are no people around who can intervene and save the child;

on the sidewalk, there is an old man — he, too, does not see the HATV and the child, but if the HATV moves aside, it would inevitably run over this man.

To simplify the model, let’s add that the HATV does not have any third option because the sidewalk is narrow or because the oncoming lane has vehicles speeding along. The HATV, meanwhile, is sufficiently “intelligent” to understand that the child and the old man cannot avoid the collision but it cannot assess in advance the seriousness of the injuries the pedestrians and the HATV’s occupants would suffer as the result of the clash.

Attempting to solve the trolley problem in relation to driverless vehicles, professor A. Wolkenstein from Institute of Ethics, History and Theory of Medicine in Munich concludes that this dilemma should not be applied to regulation of driverless vehicles at all. In his opinion, the moral logic underpinning the trolley dilemma is inapplicable to AI systems, which are constitutionally indifferent to death and, so, cannot make moral choices in principle. Second, whereas participants of the ethical experiments are informed about precise consequences of their decisions, HATVs, let alone developers of their software, can only make guesses about possible consequences of such acts. The numerous experiments in moral psychology, therefore, can hardly be useful for programming HATVs or legislating their operation [Wolkenstein A., 2018: 165, 168]. At the same time, in this writer’s opinion, applying even a refined version of the trolley dilemma to HATVs, we can make a significant contribution to the discussion of the ethics of AI’s algorithms.

5. The highest level of autonomous driving

Nowadays streets of Moscow and Innopolis are plied by delivery robots which are not designed to have a driver. This is so-called rovers, which in the foreseeable future can have a serious impact on the market of delivery services, gradually substituting delivery boys and girls. These rovers do not fit into the road rules’ definition of a transportation vehicle or the definition of an HATV in the Regulations and the Concept. Similarly, they hardly fit into the other categories of transportation vehicles referenced in the road rules, such as kick scooters or bicycles, because they are not meant for transportation of people. At the same time, de facto the rovers are road users who ply sidewalks and cross traffic areas, while their software is programmed to comply with the road rules. The users’ operational capabilities vis-à-vis the rovers are limited to providing delivery addresses and confirming the delivery receipt, so it will be the delivery robot’s owner who will be held liable for harm caused by the machine.
Illustration 2. Yandex Rover Delivery Robot.

Source: corporate blog of Yandex.

That said, in reality, however, more often than not the rovers become “the injured party”: not only pedestrians vandalize them but car drivers, likewise, quite often hit them in pedestrian crossing areas, at entries to courtyards, on parking lots or on sidewalks. It seems doubtful that such situations should be categorized as a collision between a vehicle and a pedestrian (in the absence of the latter); and yet, they may not only result in a civil lawsuit but also be classified as an administrative offence — for instance, if the car drove on the sidewalk in violation of the road rules. At the present stage of the rovers’ technological development, their use hardly requires significant amendments to the legislation, although some issues related to the application of law need to be addressed in judicial opinions. This judicial practice, in turn, can produce legal positions applicable to the regulation of FATVs.

This writer wants to point out an important clarification from court rulings related to the importance of the term “possessor,” referenced in Art.1079 of the RF’s Civil Code\(^\text{18}\): “possessor” means an owner of the transportation vehicle or its lawful possessor (someone who controls, manages

or otherwise handles the vehicle in any of the numerous other capacities)\textsuperscript{19}. The mentioned draft law prepared by the ministry of transportation is based on this notional framework, although attempts to apply this framework to FATV-related tort liabilities brings out a fundamental contradiction: when someone is authorized to manage a FATV by a power of attorney but has no controlling organs at all — can we consider such person the possessor of a hazardous object?

In the foreseeable future, the following hypothetical circumstances can complicate the tort collisions:

a big carmaker buys from third-party producers hardware and software to install in its cars in order to achieve a certain level of autonomous driving capabilities, and these installations break down;

an ordinary automobile’s owner himself buys hardware, turning his/her car into a driverless vehicle, and the improperly installed hardware fails;

a DTV’s owner does not follow the manufacturer’s recommendations — for instance, does not update the software, and the equipment breaks down as a result;

the “intelligent road” infrastructure breaks down and a DTV, in response to an incorrect data feed, suffers a traffic accident;

a technical failure causes damage to an HATV’s owner who is in the driver’s seat — and only to him (for instance, during an idle interval the airbag unnecessarily deploys);

third parties “hack” the software of one or several DTVs, causing traffic accidents with their involvement.

This is far from being a full list of the challenging situations which lawmakers and courts will have to address in the nearest future. Some of the concepts developed for modern FATVs — such as SberAutoTech’s Flip, for instance — are much closer to driverless public transport than to personal vehicles because all of the vehicle’s occupants are in fact passengers. Here Russian lawmakers could take a leaf from international legal models of passenger transportation in driverless public vehicles — for instance, in Dubai’s driverless metro.

6. Socio-economic challenges

The government’s Concept anticipates that a large-scale introduction of DTVs would strengthen road traffic safety levels and expects hundreds of billions of rubles in savings resulting from the prevented damage that could have resulted from traffic accidents. It should be noted that these socio-economic effects are fully in line with the sustainable development goals which should be achieved by 2030, as set forth in UN’s document issued in 2015. At the very least, the Concept’s provisions arguably correspond with Goal 9 “Industrialization, innovation and infrastructure,” Goal 11 “Sustainable cities and communities,” and Goal 12 “Responsible consumption and production.” So, development of driverless vehicles is also in line with our country’s main strategic development documents, many of which are in line with UN’s sustainable development goals as well.

---

20 Section X of the Concept of Ensuring Traffic Safety on Public Roads with Driverless Transportation Vehicles.

The issues associated with the use of DTVs touch not only on the subject of apportioning tort liability but also on some other issues, such as problems of cyberspace. Thus, a DTV utilized as a taxi is certain to accumulate a wealth of "big user data," ranging from tunes preferred by passengers, their routes, favorite restaurants and stores to reams of videos of streets, other vehicles, and pedestrians (according to SberAutoTech’s estimates, one day’s worth of data collected by a vehicle amounts to 2 terabytes). In relation to this data, the DTVs’ software must be protected in line with the laws on personal data protection and, considering the transborder nature of legal relations, these laws include both Russian and supranational acts — in particular, the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Passengers of DTVs will have to provide informed and voluntary consent to personal data processing; they are also entitled to know what sort of data the HATV’s possessor collects and uses. Introducing into the software’s (for instance, a mobile application’s) algorithm a clause of user’s acceptance of the privacy policy of the company possessing the HATV appears to be a fairly formal measure, although this problem is of a general nature and cannot be reduced only to the problem of the use of HATVs.

The anticipated changes will probably include not only the described economic benefits from the large-scale utilization of DTVs for cargo delivery; these developments would arguably have a serious impact on the road infrastructure as well. Road networks and parking spaces in big cities would be used more rationally because HATVs would not have to stand idle for hours waiting for their operators — they can go home, to a gas station or a service station by themselves and then return by the time dictated by the operator. Besides, HATVs have a smoother driving style, which should reduce the fuel consumption level compared to the average vehicle and maybe even improve the environmental situation citywide.

The governmental Concept mentions a number of socio-economic risks associated with the development of DTVs. Labor markets are certain to be affected: taxi drivers and truck drivers in big urban centers may well go the way of chimney cleaners and coachmen. A more delicate handling of


driverless automobiles will significantly reduce the number of their visits to service stations, and in terms of national economy, the subsequent decline in the number of road accidents will affect the structure of workplaces in car care industry and the demand for car parts. This will strongly affect global logistics chains of raw materials extraction and processing and car parts manufacturing and sales. Other professional groups at risk of downsizing include road safety engineers, traffic police and some others. International researchers note, however, that even in the 1940s public discussions of the risks of unemployment caused by technological advancements were so commonplace that newspapers called them “an old topic” [Susskind D., 2020: 40]. Whereas in fact in the 20th century there was perhaps only one profession eliminated by technological revolutions — that of an elevator operator.

At the same time, one cannot rule out the prospect of DTVs giving rise to negative models of social behavior, from “new luddites” protesting against automation of their workplaces to the possible rise of “pedestrians’ extremism,” when pedestrians, confident that a DTV would pull up and let them cross the street, will en masse stop observing the road rules crossing streets. That said, it is difficult to imagine that in the nearest 10-20 years streets of Russian cities will have DTVs in the numbers necessary to effect such developments.

In the area of traffic safety, developed countries not infrequently adopt programs intended to eliminate the probability of harmful consequences: zero waste — zero polluting emissions from automobiles; vision zero — zero fatalities caused by traffic accidents. Although the declared goals are noble, these programs appear somewhat utopian because, in this writer’s opinion, using machines, one simply cannot avoid accidents. With that in mind, international risk assessors have conceived and developed the standards such as ALARA (As Low As Reasonably Achievable) and ALARP (As Low As Reasonably Practicable). The only effect of the attempts to perpetuate the zero risk requirement would be a slowing down of the development of these technologies, whereas the ALARA and ALARP principles, which are applied, inter alia, in civil aviation, appear to be the most efficient solution.

**Some conclusions**

By way of a conclusion let’s say that in addition to the use of HATVs, there are many other technology-driven experiments being carried out on Russian public roads, but no other field project generates so much interest among the public as this one. What explains this is perhaps the fact that
in mass culture driverless automobiles and robotized public transport are some of the most compelling symbols of the good things technology can bring us in the future. These realities are associated with safety, comfort and economic security while also carrying new risks for the conveniences that humankind is accustomed to, thus generating a public demand for a balanced and fair legal regulatory framework.

As has been aptly noted by philosopher N. V. Stolbova, unlike specialized vehicles, driverless automobiles are integrated into the fabric of everyday life; their presence, their closeness is important for any person irrespective of his/her profession or affiliation with a social group [Komarov S.V., Stolbova N.V. et al., 2019: 58]. Apparently, in the near future driverless automobiles will continue to ply our country’s roads and finally will significantly change our tort, insurance and administrative laws.

Conservative-minded people fairly criticize modern drivers for their excessive reliance on electronic assistance systems, low attention levels in the driver’s seat, and a lack of technical knowledge about automobiles. But one should not expect that the human skill of car driving will dissolve into redundancy in the nearest decades. It appears more likely that the immediate effects of the development of HATVs in the years ahead would include a greater traffic safety, better economic results for the production chains, and environmental improvements.

This writer believes that the logic underpinning the public authorities’ actions — the logic that this article explores — deserves support. 2022 will see the end of the current legal experiment in the use of HATVs with engineers in the driver’s seat on public roads; this experiment is to be followed, if the necessary order is issued, by a second stage. During this second phase, in 2022-2024, HATVs will first be running with an engineer in the driver’s seat and then, in a remote routing mode, operated from the control center. If this phase is successful, in 2025 the amendments to the federal laws fully legalizing the use of HATVs on public roads would come into force.

The appropriate conceptual basis for the emerging legal regulatory framework could be the thesis that all or, at least, the absolute majority of technological innovations, beginning from the most primitive tools, have served a humanist purpose — making people’s life easier, saving their energy, time or other resources. As the civilization progressed, relieving people of the need to do physical work, it freed up more and more time and energy for cognitive activity, for spiritual and intellectual development, enhancing the value of a human life grew and facilitating new discoveries. So, protecting the essential civil rights and liberties should be the primary goal for lawmakers to pursue in the new technological environment.
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